Abstract

Lectures, panels, and symposia that explore issues at the intersection of art and visualization have become a recurring theme at visualization conferences. Since 2003 the U.S. National Science Foundation and the journal *Science* have sponsored an International Science and Engineering Visualization Challenge in which many of the winning entries exhibit noteworthy aesthetic qualities that may be considered artistic in nature. And inspirations from artistic movements and practice have stimulated visualization research, particularly in the application of non-photorealistic or expressive rendering techniques to visualization problems.

The confluence of art and visualization has a long history. Indeed, the Paleolithic artists who painted on the cave walls of southwest France may have been the first visualizers. Or was it vice versa? Either way, throughout the intervening millennia visual artists have become proficient at transforming information into representations that are designed to communicate and provoke. The challenge facing a viewer of art is how to decipher an image’s content and extract its meaning. This holds true for a viewer of visualizations as well.

Thus, the purpose of this tutorial is to introduce the fundamental skills for analyzing visual art that subsequently may be applied to scientific and information visualizations. It will offer an historical survey of the intersections of art and visualization with an emphasis on examples from contemporary artists, and provide an opportunity for participants to practice these skills within a gallery setting. To this end, the tutorial will be composed of two sessions. A morning session will focus on an historical survey, conceptual foundations, and skill acquisition. An afternoon session convening at The National Gallery of Art (Trafalgar Square), will allow course participants to test their analysis skills on a selection of the gallery’s paintings.

Level of Tutorial: Introductory
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